Abstract: This paper proposes a X-filling method that reduces capture power during scan-based testing. The proposed method classifies scan cells for dividing the scan cells into some groups. Then, based on the divided groups, X-bits are filled simultaneously to reduce the computation time. Since the proposed method uses a novel grouping algorithm and fills X-bits based on groups, the proposed method reduces switching activity and computation time when compared with conventional X-filling methods. The simulation results show that the proposed method reduces the switching activity up to 70% and the number of simulations for the X-filling up to 52% compared with that of conventional X-filling methods.
Introduction
The growing complexity of very large scale integrated circuits demands difficult constraints for timing defects and increases the power density. High power dissipation can cause IR drops and additional timing failures. The effect of IR drops is particularly problematic at near-threshold voltage condition which decreases the supply voltage to about the threshold voltage for the sake of energy efficiency. Test operations consume more power than normal operations because test patterns make large transitions in circuits under testing [1, 2, 3] . Timing failures that don't occur in normal operations can be generated by these test operations and these make the overkill problem [4, 5] . For this reason, research on the reduction of peak power during testing is required.
In a scan-based testing process, peak power consumption occurs in the launchon-capture cycle and the power consumption in the launch-on-capture cycle called capture power. This paper proposes a X-filling method to reduce the capture power. Several X-filling methods have been studied to reduce capture power by controlling X-bits [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . Justification based X-filling methods were proposed in [6, 7] . Although the methods find the exact solution by pattern justification, complex gate level analysis is required for each pattern. Probability based method was proposed in [8] . It calculates the probability to take 0 or 1, and fills X-bits with a value which has the higher probability. However, to calculate the probability, the accurate structure of the circuit under test is needed. Therefore, [6, 7, 8 ] cannot be applied to circuits of which the exact structures are unknown [7] .
In order to apply X-filling to the circuits of which structure are unknown, X-filling methods which fill the X-bits randomly were proposed in [9, 10] . They fill X-bits with random value until the test pattern has minimum Hamming distance between its stimulus and response. One of the conventional X-filling methods is single-bit correction (SBC) [9] which controls X-bits one by one. Because test patterns have numerous X-bits, they have a long computation time. For reducing the computation time, a multi-bit correction method called MBC that divides scan cells into groups of constant size and controls X-bits in a group simultaneously has been proposed [10] . However, due to the reduced search space, the patterns have higher capture power than SBC. In order to overcome the computation time and peak power consumption, a new X-filling method is proposed which is based on a new group based multi bit correction.
Group-based multi-bit correction method
The motivation of proposed method is shown in Fig. 1 . SA (Switching Activity) shown in in Fig. 1 refers Hamming distance between the test pattern and the test response, and it means how much capture power is consumed. The test vector X1XX01 has three X-bits, and there are eight cases of assignment using SBC. SBC searches all cases of assignment and test pattern 11101 is found as the solution that has the minimum switching activity. Since MBC uses same size groups for X-filling, MBC shown in Fig. 1 divides the six bits of the input vector into two groups; one group consists of the first to third bits (X1X), whereas the other contains the fourth to sixth bits (X01). Then MBC fills the X bits in a group to corresponding bits of an adjacent filling or the opposite value of the adjacent filling simultaneously; for instance, the first group, X1X, can either be filled to 110 or 011. MBC reduces the search space from eight to four, but it cannot search the case 111101. To solve the problem by reduced search space, a new X-filling method called group-based multi-bit correction (GMBC) is proposed. In this example, GMBC divides only X-bits into two groups; one consists of the first and second X-bits and the other consists of the third X-bit. Since GBMC has two groups as same as MBC, GMBC also has four search space. However, GMBC can find the solution 111101 that has smaller switching activity than the solution of MBC.
To get a better solution, an appropriate grouping is needed for a test pattern as shown in Fig. 1 . Since X-filling deals with only X-bits, care bits in a group are redundant. For instance, the second bit of MBC group (X1X) is redundant because it is always constant 1 for all cases. A scan cell can be classified into four types which are denoted as A, B, C, and D in Table I . Since only test patterns of types A and B are X-bits, a group consists of only types A and B. For the appropriate 
grouping, GMBC sub-divides types A and B as the patterns filled by the adjacent filling and the expected responses of the adjacent filling. When the test pattern filled by the adjacent filling is matched by the expected response of the pattern, the type of the cell is classified as type 1. On the other hand, when the two bits conflict with each other, then the cell is classified as type 2.
If a cell that is type A1 or B1 and another cell that is type A2 or B2 are in the same group, then one of them must come into conflict. Therefore, type 1 and type 2 should be separated. Fig. 2 depicts a pseudo code for a grouping algorithm of GMBC. When the size of the current group matches that of the maximum group, or a current cell comes into conflict with the group, then a new group is generated and the current cell is contained within the group. Fig. 3 depicts an example of the classification of cell types and grouping process. First, a classification using a test vector and its response vector is conducted. The first, fourth, and eighth cells are type A, and the third, fifth, and ninth cells are type B. After this, a subdivision is performed with the test pattern filled adjacent filling and its response pattern. In this step, an additional simulation is needed for obtaining the expected response of the adjacent filling. Since the values of the first and fourth cells with adjacent filling are 1 and 0, and the values of their response vector are 0 and 1, respectively, conflicts are generated and the first and fourth cells are classified as type A2. However, since the value of the eighth cell in the adjacent filling is matched by the value of its response, the type of the eighth cell is decided as A1. In the same way, B type cells are divided into types B1 or B2. There are six cells that have X-bit as the test pattern; the first, third, fourth, fifth, eighth and ninth cells. At the beginning of grouping, since a group 1 which denoted as G1 in Fig. 3 is empty, the first cell is included in G1. After that, because the third cell which is the next X-bit cell conflicts with the first cell, a new group G2 is generated and includes the third cell. The fourth cell conflicts with the third cell but is compatible with the fifth cell. Therefore, a third group G3 consists of the fourth and fifth cells. The eighth cell is also not compatible with the fifth cell, but is compatible with the ninth cell. Consequently, the eighth and ninth cells are included in G4 and grouping algorithm is terminated.
Simulation and discussions
A simulation was performed to compare the number of logic simulations and the switching activity. ISCAS 89 circuits were used for circuit under test and Design Compiler, TetraMax and Synopsys 32 nm library were used to implement the simulation. Since test patterns of ISCAS 89 circuits are deterministic patterns, they have more than 90% of X-bits.
The simulation compared three methods; SBC [9] , MBC [10] and GMBC. Table II compares the number of logic simulations and SA of the three methods with the maximum group size 20. GMBC reduces the number of logic simulations by an average of 39.7% and 0.8% when compared with SBC and MBC, respectively. Since both MBC and GMBC reduce the search space, the number of simulations of GMBC is not much different from that of MBC. However, GMBC achieves a 58.2% reduction of switching activity on an average when compared with MBC. Since GMBC divides the conflicting cells into different groups, it can reduce the switching activity as much as that of SBC. From these results, the proposed method achieved the advantages of SBC and MBC. Table III shows comparisons the results of s15850 circuit for different maximum group sizes. Because SBC doesn't use grouping, the results of SBC in Table III are same. As the maximum group size increases, the number of groups decreases and the effect of reducing search space increases. Therefore, the number of simulations of MBC and that of GMBC are reduced as the maximum group size increases. Since the large size of group has the large probability of containing conflict cells, MBC has performance degradation as the maximum group size increases. However, since GMBC considers conflicted cells and separates them, the performance of GMBC is affected negligibly by the maximum group size.
Conclusion
GMBC is proposed to reduce capture power during scan-based testing. GMBC divides scan cells into some groups by using cell type classification to avoid formation of conflict cases. Our proposed X-filling method reduces switching activity as much as SBC with a similar computation time to MBC. 
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